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(Special to the Ledger & Times). the passenger cars registered liiNEW YORK, Nov, 14 - What cally was $5.855,000 in the past
price car ownership in Calloway I year.
County? According to the AmerI Of the fixed expenses, deican Automobile Association,
keep is a bigger item than ini ial predation is the heaviest. The
AAA sets it at $514 a year
cost in the long run.
es For the average driver, , un- per car. Next in line is insurance,
`Eing an average-price car and which costs $103 for property
traveling an average a ount, damage and liability coverage
10,000 miles a year, t
cost ($25,000, $50.000) together with
of operation and maintenance fire and theft protection. The
conies to $1,004, says the AAA. remaining fixed expenses are
This covers everything, includ- for license and registration charing depreciation. insurance, re- ges. No allowance is made for
collision insurance, which many
pairs and fuel.
Applying these normal opera- carry.
It adds up to $635 a year,
ting conditions to Ca,lloway
County, the annual outlay for or $1.74 a day. That is the
amount an owner must pay
whether or not he uses his
car.
But as soon as he starts driving it he has, in addition, variable costs represented by gasoline and oil, tires and maintenance. 'or our typical driver it
amounts to $369, or 3.69 cents
a mile.
Adapting these AAA findings
to 20.000-mile operation in Calloway County, the fixed charges
The Mariner Girl Scouts voted remain at $514 but the variable
ti name ship 12, the S S Ad- costs become $738. The total.
venture at Monday night's meet- $1,396, is equivalent to neat.),
ing. November 11, in the Carr seven cents a mile.
This compares with the less
Health Building, Murray State
etficient operation at 10,000 miles
College.
The decision of - choosing a a year, which comes to an even
ten cents a mile.
name for the ship was reached
More limited use of the
.car.
-after members of the Murray
on the other hand, means still
High School Library Club..undhigher mileage costs. At &OW
_er the direction of Mrs. George
miles a year under the burden
Iliart, did historical research on
of the same fixed costs, , it
the early navigation of the Ten16.4 cents a mile
nessee River.
No provision is made for the
"The Adventure" was the flagadded expense incurred where
ship of Colonel John Donn-elson,
most of the driving is in conof Virginia. who was the father
of Rachel Dorinelson. later the
wife of Andrew Jackson The
'-Adventure" carried Donnelsen
and approximately tro hundred
persona on a trip down the
...Tennessee in 1779. This trip
"was the beginning of conquering
the Teruseso-e River in carnes‘"
Taken from "The Kentucky
Lake Story - from Arrows to
Calloway County moved forAtoms).
ward as one of the outstanding
Mariners in the Library Club Farm Bureau Counties in Kenare Cheryl Clubb, Susan Mun- tucky. With 1256 members. Caldt y, Marilyn Robinson. Carol loway rak ninth in county
Quertermdus, and Felicity Ann Farm Bu
family memberHellanan.
ships.
The business meeting w a
The highlight of accomplishdmened Ny a renewal of the ments for Calloway. and for
Girl Scout promise and laws. west Kentucky, was the winTlitt. calendars • were distributed ning of the State Farm 'Bureau
and the December program was King Crown by Jimmy Thompdiscussed. Boatswain Sally Spr- son and his crowning at the
unger. Starboard Watch. report- convention assembly in the Kened nine members present. Boat- tucky Hotel Louisville on Monswain Carol Jackson of the Post day evening. By his strong recWatch, reported seven members ord of achievements and his
present.
ability, poise and appearance
The Marines will continue to during the interviewing he won
swim on Monday and Wednesday out over the district Kings from
Irvenings from six to' eight in the nine other districts of the
a Red Cross course arranged state. His parents Mr. & Mrs.
by Mrs. Mary Pace. Red Cross Pat Thompson and his sister
life saving instructors included Miss Nancy Thompson were presSarge Outlond, Bill Gregory and ent to witness the contest and
Charles Asmus,
enjoy the celebration with other
Mrs. George Hallanan is
Calloway delegates.
er sof the Mariner group.
Leon Chambers. outstanding
farm leader and active Farm
Bureau Vice President for the
past four years, was elected for
a three year term on. the State
Farm Bureau Board of Directors.
Mr. Chambers in addition to
Mrs. George Hart of Murray being vice president has served
High Library, announces that as membership chairman for the
the books for the fair to be past two years. He has attended
held National Book week, Nov.
18-22 have arrived and will
be on display at the Murray
High PTA meeting this evening
November 14th. at 7:30 o'clock.
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Mariner Girl
Scouts Name
Their Ship

gested urban traffic. This, it
has been shown, can boost costs
15 per cent or more.
In Calloway County, the increase in car usege in recent
years has benefited the local
gas stations. ThSir gross last
sear, according to Sales Management, was $1,401,000.

Benton To
Get Plant
BENTON ilPt - An aluminumforming plant i'ill be constructed here, it was learned Wednesday.
The plant, as yet unnamed,
will employ from 100 to 200
persons with a weekly payroll
of some $8,000 to '.i10,000 weekly. The plant i part- of an expansion program of a Missouri
firm which has been inoperation
since 1943.
RuLLET• ftl
MOM ULU l - A Navy plane too:y sqihted nine
bodies
the Pacific 128 miles
west-northwest of the last
positton reported by a Par
American
World
Airway•
etratocru iser t at vanished
Friday night with 44 persons
abeam
MR pilot, front the carrier
e'hilippine Sea, radioed at 7
(neon e.s.f
"ft,colly probable wreckirge sighted .A few rn.natee later he stilt
word that nin• bodies were
siohted, one of them strapped
'"• an airplane seat

Chambers Named Director At
Kentucky Farm Bureau Meet

Books For Fair
Have Arrived

several State Farm Bureau Conventions and last year attended
the
National
Convention
in
Miami, Florida. Mr. Pe Mrs.
Chambers operate an 80 acre
farm in the Lynn Grove Community as a UK-TVA Test Demonstration
and
Mr.
Fa r m
Chambers does some carpenter
work for additional off-farm income. Other directors from the
first District are Lucian Isabel'
from Fulton County and Ed
Luttrell from McCracken County.
Pioneer Farm Bureau leaders
from many counties of the state
were recognized in a special
program on Tuesday evening:
Outstanding among the group
were Calloway's two Pioneers
Rudy Hendon and Hayvey Dixon
who attended the convention this
year as voting delegates.
Calloway County delegates and
leaders who gttended the convention _were „President Holmes
Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers,, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Foster.,
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat ifhompson. Mr.
and Mrs. C. 0. Bonehirant, B. H.
Dixon, Rudy Hendon. Luther
Parks, S. V. Foy, Purdom Lassiter, Harvey EMS: Nancy Thompson, Marinell Myers, J imm y
Thompson and Cody Caldwell.
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WEATHER 1
REPORT
By
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MT_TRRAY POPULATION 10,100
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UNITED

PRESS

Southwest Kentucky -.Cloudy,
ivindy and mild with occasional
'rain and scatttred thundershowers today High near 80 Partly
cloudy and cooler tonight with
low 40 to 50. Friday partly
cloudy and continued mild se Ilh
high in upper 50s.

DEFENSEP GRAM
Ike Tells Nation It Must Spend
More To Keep Up With Russia

By MERRIMAN SMITH
of such cooperation and a cesUnited Press White House Writer sation of threats from the ComOKLAHOMA CITY
-Pres- munist orbit, he said this counident Eisenhower . put America try would have to maintain a
en_ notice today to prepare for mighty nuclear relatiatory powconsiderably
higher f ed e ral er "as a primary deterrent to
spending if this country is to war."
keep abreast of the space - and
The President announced a
Russia.
Whether the substantially high- four-part plan, for increasing
er price tag on national securily the retaliatory power of the
would mean higher tars was Strategic Air Command:
-A speedup in dispersal of
the billion dollar question before
SAC to other bases.
the nation.
-A speedu p in improving
The President, in his nationally broadcast and televised speech warning systems protecting the
NOT A SPECK OF TRAFFIC-This Is the John H. Davis bridge in Long Beach, Calif., which cost
Wednesday night in the Muni- nation. because "with missiles
$1,171,000 to build, and has been completed for 18 months but hasn't got a tire mark on It. When
approach arrangements were started, it was learned that the northern area was owned by a 21cipal Auditorium here, did not Ilsid faster bombers, ',yarning
heir trust The heirs want to be paid for the right-of-way. The city says the land Is part of the
once mention the possibility of times will grow shorter."
-Development of an active
tideland and therefore already owned by the city. The case reportedly will take about five years
higher taxes. But at seven difinternotionai Soundphotos)
to settle in court.
ferent points in his speech he missile defense against missiles.
stressed that substantial addi- through "intensive research and
tional costs would be involved development."
Should • Add Missiles
in bringing America's arsenal
-The addition of long-range
up to scientific date with Russia,
raising military pay, increasing missiles to American forces act
the educational production of land and sea.
He said additional sums will
scientists and keeping foreign
be provided for the plan "where
aid at about its present levels.
Immediately after his speech needed. Moreover, it is clear
in the auditorium to an audience that production, deployment and
of more than 6,000 persons, the installation of missiles over the
President raced back to Wash- period ahead will be costly."
The President said his scienington during the night by air
By HENRY SHAPIRO
to preside this morning at his tists advised him "above all
United Press Staff Correspondent •
second meeting of the Natinnal immediate tasks" is increasingN
WASHINGTON RP -Informed said only that the government
the production of scientists. The
MOSCOW .1? - Communist
Security Council this week.
problem will be in its mcilp
Party chief Nikita S. Khrushchev sources said today there can had solved the missile -„reentry
Pledged Economy
took his wife mat for one of be no doubt the nose cone of problem and the nose cone
The President. while forecast- critical phase for the next 10
her rare public appearances the missile shown the nation perched beside him had been ing markedly higher spending years, he said.
He said the federal governWednesday night and spent the by President Eisenhower on TV "hundreds of miles to outer space for defense- in his Oklahoma
es•ening making jibes at the last week really reentered 'earth's and back." The military officials City speech.' pledged his ad- ment cannot take on the full
West. He said it would be,,. a atmosphere and did al most gave the first details of the ministration .to every passible load of stepping up education
dance a hornpipe. flight of the Jupiter-C.
but
long time becore the West ever everything but
ef'srie ny in current federa, coats of s,-*ntisL, and engineers,
Swenson, IN sgreas less thiportatit Char. no •' e :•,s,..serate with state and
Army
Col.
John
H.
•
caught up' A rocket developThese sources aaid a report
local* governments.
ment.
on the nose cone by three de- an assistant for research and security and scientific achieveThe President discounted SovWhile Mrs. Khrialhchev stayed fense officials in Cincinnati, Ohio development, said when the Jup- ment.
interon the sidelines at an Egyptian Wednesday could be accepted iter-C reached the top of its
He said, however, that he iet claims of an aec'urate
missile. He
embassy reception, a grinning as authoritative. They pointed flight the rocket motors were had come to the "clear con- continental ballistics
time
clusion" that some civilian pro- said it will be "some
and jocular Khrushchev twittcd out that one of the officials, blasted from the cone.
In its plunge to earth, he said, grams of the government, "while before either the United State!
Western - reporters about t de Alvin G. Waggonec is one of
misUnited States lagging in the the top ativisers, to William M. the cone first began to glow with desirable, are not absolutely es- or Russia has a long-range
a small
missile field and Britain taking Holiday. the Defense Depart- the "same intensity as a second sential" a nd probably would sile to equal -even
destructive
aeback seat in world politics.
class star. It was visible to the have to go. under the, weight fraction of the total
ment's missile chief.
present bomber
The reception was for Egypeye. like any other meteor."
of satellites, missiles, dispersing power of our
Waggoner and two other militian Minister of War Mai. Gen.
Then the parachute flipped the Strategic Air Command to force."
Abdel Hakim Amer bat Khrush- tary officials explained the nose out. Computing a rush of factors additional bases and other mountchev was the life of the party. cone had to "think for itself and automgtically. the cone then ex- ing security costs.
determine at least a dozen acts." pelled a balloon and inflated it.
The President refrained from
Says Russia is Ahead
- Tinicttomr-felting' congress- where lo -cut
1Chruthi1ity ribty Takt-TIPWS
'
-'
--hiT1atTn0 Tine' See elf
These included launching a
men that the Soviet Union is
"Then a little guillotine sever- domestically. but he was specific
well in advance of the United parachute at the right time to ed the inflating tube and the on where cuts should not be
Steles in rocket development but slow i' ;elf clown, tossing out ballon was let out on a tether made.
He said the answer to econohe said Russia would be willi,ng a ballbay: and inflating it; eject- above the parachute," Swenson
mies needed to meet Mounting
to agree with the United States ing ane exploding boVnbs, turn- said.
that all the rockets of both ing itself into a radio broadcast"Just before it hit the water defense demands did not lie in
ing station; lighting a flashing I', ejected and fired some small cutting his mutual security procountries "be sunk in the sea
He was paricularly playful beacon; marking its land spot bombs so the Navy could pick gram of economic and military
with British reporters and told in the Atlantic; and spreading up the noise on listening devices foreign aid.
Against Cost Cuts
them "Britain doesn't have an shark repellent. so Navy divers and know the point of the
Eisenhower said it also would
independent foreign policy any could retrieve it.
'
.'n
sAhe
cras
HARLAN rir - The General
But observer; said the fact
more."
Swenson said the , function of be a mistake to cut costs by Association of Baptists in Ken"In the Soviet Union we have that the nose cone. part of an the Navy units in the descent "any misguided attempt" to eli- tucky Wednesday urged Gov. A.
military
conventional
Sputniks and in the West you Army -Jupiter-C ballistic missile, was similar to the "outfield" in minate
B. Chandler to end what it
forces .and rely solely on resoared into space and returned a baseball game.
have satellites." he said.
termed as religious discrimin-Asked whether he meant Bri- to earth did not mean it had
When the cone plunged into taliation."
Marton
"This course would be com- ation in policies of the
tain was a satellite of the United solved the reentry problem for the water, he said, the force of
County Boa rd of Educe t ion.
States. Khrushchev replied: "Do all other rockets. It has not been the impact was 'cushioned by the pletely self-defeating." he said.
The charge was contained in
The Chief Executive expressed
you doubt it? Does Macmillan officially divulged whether inter- parachute.
eiertingly worded iretiolution
visit Eisenhower or does Eisen- mediate and intercontinental balThe altitude reached by the the hope that Russia ultimately a
listic missiles have solved the Jupiter-C was n o t disclosed. would cooperate with the , West approved by delegates to the
hower visit Macmillan?"
reentry problem - one of re- Swenson said it was fired from in seeking "peace with justice." association's annual an e e•t.i n g
Mum On Zhukov Future
Khrushchev ref used to be sisting the intense heat generat- the Air Force test base at Cape Until there is concrete evidence here.
thild
asked
drawn out on what plans the ed when an object encounters Canaveral, Fla.
The
resolution
government had for Marshal the earth's atmosphere.
state Board
"We had good reason for want-Chandler andIt is not known whether Rus- ing itb ack," he said. "No test
Georgi Zhukov who was ousted
of Education act to insure chi4dgear on earth even approximates
from the Presidium. the Central sia has solved this problem.
ren attendng public sch-sils in
--fies-htieveed 'Gene— Committee end hie posi-asthe-Spred. Heat, forces- °livrArrlin county receive "equal
the cone Wednesday's complete record fol- educa t ionia I Opportunities."
The President in his first and other condition
tense minister but he did say
lows:
Zhukov now is in Moscow "al- "chins up" speech to the nation. had to endure."
In referring to the Court of
38.
Census
though he can go anywhere he
Appeals ruling\in the Bradford85
Adult Beds
likes."
ville High School case, the res27
Emergency Beds
He said the Soviet Union
olution stated that the c ou r t
0
Patients Admitted
tvould always give Zhukov credit
1
hold that the "Roman Oatholic
Patients Dismissed
for his military prowess but
0
...
New Citizens
religion • was being taught in
"he didn't make out' so well
Patients adm,Itted from Monday the tw o Marlon County public
as a political figure."
11:30 a.m. to Wednesday 9:30 high schools." It further stated
Asked whether he would like
the court said that the St.
to visit the United States, KhMrs. Bobby Hendrickson and Charles and St. Francis high
rushchev replied: "I have been
A special exhibit of paintings Burns,- Hildegrade. and several
baby girl, 201 Main, Benton; schools are staffed mainly by
asked this question a million by two area grandmothers with other celebrities.
Mr. Joe Hicks, Model, Tenn.; "garbed nuns."
4
times. Whether I want to or no formal art training will be
Mrs. Ellison began drawing Mr. Vernon Jackson, N. 5th St.,
not. I can't go as a ,,,..private shown in Mary Ed McCoy hall
The resolution said the court
Murray; Mr. Marvin Cothran,
citizen."
and gallery at Murray State at six and won her first prize
ordered
that
"arottraryand
Golden
Pond;
Mrs.
M.
H.
Rt.
2,
won
several
at
15.
She
has
be
Russia
would
But he said
College from Novembei 17 to
discriminary acts by the Marion
Ryan,
1103
Olive
St..
Murray;
prizes
at
the
Memphis
Tri-State
Eiglad to receive President
December I.
.
County Board of Education be
art show, and during World Mrs. Nelson Garland, 421 S. 10th
senhower and Secretary of State
corrected best that the order
St.,
Murray;
Mts.
.Rudy
Tyree,
consists
of
apThe
exhibit
War
I
she
was
cartoonist
for
"dear
John Foster Dulles as
has not been carried out.
:112
N.
10th
St.,
Murray;
Mrs.
paintings
by
Mrs.
an
Army
neTWSpaper
at
Camp
proximately
30
friends."
The resolution 'also charged
Gale Blurton from 'Humboldt. Taylor. She lives in Puryear Herman D. Geurin, Rt, ,5„ MurTennessee and Mrs. Myrtle May with her sister and eight grand ray; Master Jerry D. amb, 213 that a "Roman Catholic - domSimmons Ellison from Puryear, children. She indicated to Miss Irian St., Murray; Mrs. Hasten inated County School Board in
Tennessee.
Clara Eagle. head of the art Wright, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Marion County has persistently
department, that she would like Edgar Lamb, 211 Irvan St, Mur- pursued pohcies that favor the
Mrs. Ellison will have 14
Oalthoiic population and discrimray.
The Sophomore class of Mur- paintings and watercolors in the to study painting, but Miss Eagle
inate against non -Catholics."
it
ray fligla.:eigichool is sponsoring 'exhibit. She h as lictiel many advised against it "because
The Court of Appeals ruling on
COACH ON MEND
a party following the football paintings locally and has work would spoil her style."
SOUTH BEND, Ind. 41? -Hank the eon t rossersial Beadforcivtle
game Friday night, November In the Puryear Baptist church.
Mrs. Blurton, who has reared Stram, offensive backfield coach ease was handed down June 22.
15th in the School Cafeteria, Kate Smith once showed one a family of eight boys on the
of the Notre Dame football team, 1956. The school 'had been closfeaturing Chuck Simons and his of Mrs. Ellison's hand 'made farm where she lives, recently
was reported in good condition ed in August of 1954 by the
drums, plus dancing and re- Christmas cards over TV. The returned RS painting after an
today
Joseph's Hospital. Marion County school board and
freshments.
artist has letters concerning her absence of 25 years. She stopped Strain underwent an operation parents kept students at home
Everyone is invited.
work from Bob Crosby, Bob
(Continued on Page Eight)
Wednesday for appendicitis,
in protest against the action.

Khrushchev
Is Life Of
The Party

U.S.Rocket Nose
Cone A Marvel

Urge End Of
Discrimination
In Policies

Hosbita: News

Puryear Woman To Have Show
Of Paintings In Art Exhibit

Murray High Class
To Sponsor Party
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TRICKENi-NIcholas Rosato, 9, admires his new pet, a threelegged chicken which arrived at his father's Philadelphia market
in a poultry shipment from Delaware. Nicholas talked ht•
(International)
father into letting tum have It for a pet
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Our heart shall rejoice in Him, because
we have trusted in His holy name.
Psalm 33:21

•••

TV Show May New Comedy
Team Makes
Lose Name
In Law Suit Appearance

I.
ROI
Lon
leas
disc
She
assi
was
GO'
a 0
tor
110{.

By DOC QUIGG
'
— Barry United Press Staff Correspondent
PITTSBURGH
NEW YORK , Ir — It may, be
Farnol. 48. Pittsburgh television
producer, accused the National a true symbol' of our shakyBroadcasting Compahy today of , tense age, a tune when every
pirating his ideas for the new man seems betit on mooning
around_ in exploration of the
panel show. "What's It For."
In a Federal Court suit asking outer spaces of his own mind,
$2500000 damages. Farnol said that a new .comedy team has
he had "conceived, developed established itself in the everysmd produced- a show by the day world ' of the common joke.
The team consists Of the .psy- ,
wise name on Aug. '19. 195l.
The suit charged NBC infring- chiatrist and* his patient, plus
ed on Farnol's" copyright when. the standard 'props of psyikiaintroductd ."What's It For". trist's couch and notebook. Tht,
with Hal March as moderator combo sometimes varies — pa Mgt month The show is based 1 tient and patient: or doctor and ,
on a four-rnerrher panel's efforts 1 doctor — but :Me basic idea
to identifj the 'purpose of un- I is the tame.
•
usual invcnt1,,ns_
lionett. if NM Pure •
Farnol said he had exhibited .I, That great old workhorse joke
his show to agencies , and pros- team. Pat and Mike, whose dopective clients .n Pittsburgh and ings and savings were simple.1
New York Without success. }le if not always too pure, has just •
said the NBC show was an "in- about ended its orbiting. The .
tentional duplication- of his idea, mother-m-law and son-in-law
The NBC offering. he said. team, a hardy fact I,f life, seems
bit worn in its routine
"copies- the _ name_ format.- -Plotstyle. twist, subitance
. Tt
traveling salesrr.a rte 114
many respects !He exact word- pers3n. has been disapptar,:
ing" of the show he exhibited.
from the Arrencan scene dux...In addition to the damages. the last, generation — and Farnol asked an injunction ban- naturailj. h'ase the jokes at,
ning NBC from using the name him and the farmer's daugh., .
or maerial of, the show.
But the psjchiatrist is hat ,:....
a heyday — fivm the sint;
exchange of greetings to Ir.,
long and Olriding story.
The simple exchange may be
patient-to-patient Two psychiatrically aware agehts, friends,
pass each other on the street.
First patient: "Hello."

aa,in

Read Our Classifides

- what dia he mean by that'!"
Or it may be doctor-to-ductor.
Two psychiatriet.t meet, and one
opens the _conversation: "Hello.
You're f:ne. how'm 47—
*lopped Into .Goldswyniirn
The thing has, logically enough.
shipped over 'into the field of
the simple Goldwynism. Sam
Goldn'yn is alleged to have said:
'Anybody who would go . to a
psychiatrist ought to have his
head examined."
And then, there is the young
ladx whose family urged her to
go to a psychiatrist because she
liked pancakes. She plopped on-tr
the couch.
Psychiatrist: "Now t c 11 mt
about yourself."
Gifl: -My folks 1.s.4y I' should
re you because I like pancakes."
Psychiatrist: "Because y, u like
pancakes'''.
.
es.31
9
.1 quite fond of

k
11

.1•0sr-

The Most
Important thing
about baking
U's the BALANCE of logoltents in baking powder that
governs its leavening ac
Boa, Only when these are
'scientifically balanced can
you be sure of uniform atilt:se in the mixing bow, plus
Libat final, balanced risa Is
light and flufly texture in the
• _elven ... That's the story
Clabber Girl's balanced doubsactson ... Better Mune
-Breirytionel

That. perfectly natural. Almos'
V.i-fyb,
x1y likes pancake
,. I like
them very much myself,"
Girl, "Well! You- must come t,
my house. I've got 300 • trunks

BALANCED
double-action
itr""6"-means
Senor Baking! CLABBE
GIRL

Sometimes the theme- gesei
to a prourd-parew routine. Om
lads' meets another "I mus*
you whit a wonderful son
I hate! Twice a week he fine!,
to this, head-doctor, and ne pay ,
S50 an • hour. and he lies there
on a 'touch
and all he does
',r,k about me."

CLABBER GIRL
I!

WI*

1.f

KNOWN AS

IS•V ,04G •011VOIR

WITH

THE

BALANCED DOUBLE ACTION

No Baking.
rv,:ised
/FESTIVE TRUITcAhzt
Pet Milk

can12
10. .c

Marshmallows
Candied Fruit

15c
lb,69c

I

A 'New Shipment Every Week
104 N. 4th.. S.

ROYAL
GELATIN DESSERT - --2for 15c
MIDWEST
CCR E AM
1/2 gal.59c

for

PIE FILLING 29c
APPLE - PEACH - CHERRY

4-1b. Carton

LETTUCE

O

6-oz. Jar

$1

GREEN- RE4N

19?

PREMIUM

CRACKERS
19

23c
Yukon's FLOUR

BIG BROTHER

SALAD DRESSING

JP'

49

WITH MEAT

BIG BROTHER ..ftI2 CAN CUT

P f
19

50-lb. Can

Campbell Soup
2for 33c

c Head

Pint

25-lb. Can

$415

4 DOZ. SIZE

141111Pik ,

4

Gnowaiiilf 99c
NIMBI LARD
69c

STOKELY'S — READY-TO-COOK — NO. 2 CAN

29c

49c lb.

3

FRUIT COCKTAIL - - -2 for 49c

Quart

Wieners

NIBLETT

LIBBY - 303 CAN

39c

Swift's Premium

lb

Plain or Self-Rising
25-LB. BAG

MAXWELL HOUSE
Coffee

8

10-LB. BAG

89c

38

JOH\SON'
.
S
GROCERY htmirit

2.133. Box

bth-&

Telephone 1903

•

c0 y

•

•

•

,

•

BACON
19 119

Margarine

Nimmummommomassok
WIGGINS
FURNITURE — NEW - USED - ANTIQUE

MORRELL

Margarine
29c lb.
RIBBON

For The Best In
Sports Read The
Ledger Sports Page

Each

PARKAY

BLUE

TUNA
:39c

25c Doze

cernsanarsummrssentr-aroctsmirszenceinewensite(leitt=i=

UICKENS

29c

EATWELL

•

PORK RO ST

15-0z.

Raisins

ORANGES

/
2
11 teaspoon nutmeg
cup I'LL Evaporated
1 4 teaspoon doves
MILK
/
2 cups seedless filisiOS
11
24 large marshmallows,
( 1.'2 golden and I .2 dark
(mei> cut or 3 cups of
are best)
the midgets)
3
4 cup finely cut dates
&is cup orange juice or
1 cup broken walnuts
alcoholic flavoring
cups cut-up candied
6 cups graham cracker
fruit, bulk or canned
crumbs (about 6 doz.
ready-mixed
2 -in. crackers, crushed)
/
'1
2 teaspoon cinnamon
Line with waxed paper bottom and sides' of 9-in. tube pan
or loaf pan holding about 6 cups. Put into 2.cp, bowl the
mills, marshmallous and orange juice. Let stand. Put
crumbs into a large howl with the cinnamon, nutmeg,
closes, raisins, dates ,.nd walnuts. Add candied fruit. Mix
in milk mixture with a spoon, then with hands until
crumbs are moister-1M. Press firmly into pan. If desired,
top with additional nuts and candied fruit. Cover tightly.
Chill 2 days before slicing. Keep in refrigerator. Makes
/
2 lbs.
31

PICNIC STYLE

Evaporated

We have pride in our earthly parentage,
but we should rejoice at a father of infinite
wisdorrrand love.

•

7ESTIVE FRUIT CAKE

YOU'LL NEED:
Graham Crackers - - lb. 35c

A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

216 COUNT

KIMBOXIIMMKIIMIllatMrearmmMi4=SMESSCTSZESSIL.Z.1,-7.C'z. 1 r:

_
•
•

N

FAD r

•
-

tet.

A*

y

—

NOVEMBER

I 1, 1974

.
216 COUNT
RSDAY — NOVEMBER
a
14, 1957

ORANGES
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Mullen Still
A Bum With
Manager

The Ledger&TimesSportsPage
First In Local Sports News * First In United Press Sports News
Basketball

enton Opens By
eating Fifth=

29b
Each

y TRAVIS ETHRIDGE
Benton High School Indopened their season Tuesday
lasting a visiting Fulgham
83-35.
ton, out front by, only six,
at the end of the first
, picked up steam in the
d quarter and rolled the
upward to a halftime lead.
-18. Encountering little dify in the. second half, the
vs held one of their famous
parties. "seaming" their
ss visitors; 83-35.
mel. 8-8 center for Bentook scoring honors with
ints followed by Gold with
k. a 5-7 guard accounted
I. High score for Fulgham
a double affair with Clark
Whitlock getting 8 each.
ed by Lynch -with 8.
on completely dominated
backboards out-rebounding
ildcats 50-17. The Indians

$11
All DINNER-QUAUTY MEAT!
,

'
4
4

Football

Today's Sports News Today

hit for a nice 42 per cent of
their shots. 33 of 68. while Fulgham posted only 28 per cent. 11
of 42. Benton made 13 floor
mistakes.. to Fulgham's 12.
16 39 69 83
Benton
10 18 26 35
Fulgham
Benton (831
Daily 9, Gold 23, Gammel 32.
Peck, 11, Duke 4, F,. Jones 2.
Pak 2.
Fulgham (35)
Clark 8, Lynch 87 Bower 2,
Stewart. 5, Bennett 2, Whitlock
8. Dean 4.'"
GIANTS ON moyE
SAN FRANCISCO it8 — The
baseball Giants have completed
their move to San Francisco—
bag, baggage and even turnstiles.
Three semi-tritilers'completed an
eight-day trip from New York
Wednesday -with desks, file cabinks, trouby cases, bats, _gloves.
ticket disTensers and turnstiles.

Swift's Premium

PAGE THREE
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Oklahoma, Ohio State,
Are Fraley's 1 at. Choices-

SAN FRANCISCO V — Eddie
By OSCAR FRALEY
Machen, a hero in California
but still a bum as far as Floyd
United Press Sports Writer
Patterson's manager is concerned might just as well quit
NEW YORK 11P — Farley's
dreaming of a crack at the Follies and the weekend football
world crown because he won't "winners"
while all shook
get one.
up.
Those are the, sentiments at
Game of the Week
sy OSCAR /RALEY
least or
Breidbart, managOklahoma over Notre Dame—
Illonsi rpm Apart. MIINT
er of Tommy (Hurricen.) Jack- The Sooners have had a couple
son, whom the undefeated Ma- of close scrapes but possible
chen stopped after ten_ rounds because they were looking ahead
WEST POINT, N. Y. f1P1 —Bob 54-yard sprint — and pitched a
Wednesday night for his 24th to fhe Irish. This is a battling
Anderson, a husky choir singer fourth. It was his greatest day professional- triumph.
The nawho dotes on baseball, was 110 as he rolled up 214 yards for tionally televised tight had been Notre Dame team and yet Oklahoina would seem to have the
yards short of Army football' a NISI of 820 yards in seven scheduled for 12 heats.
horses.
history today.
games and moved to within
"Mechem left my boy in worse
The East
easy striking distance of the condition than Patterson did in
Army over Tulane — Sure
'Anderson is the workhorse Davis record.
their
title
fight
last
July,"
Breid,
I'm superstitious.
halfback ,of the Cadet grid team
He's big for a halfback, this bart said. "But Floyd never
Navy over George Washington
who leads the nation's touch- 19-year old who was born
in will face him. Floyd only likes
—Run from black cats.
down scorers this season with Elizabeth, N. J.. packing
200 to take on amateurs — and
Penn over 'Columbia — Don't
a total of 13. But his specialty pounds on a six foot, two inch
Machen definitely ain't one."
walk under ladders.
is eating • up yardage in huge frame. This lets him drive inBreidbart's guess that Machen NPrinceton over Yale — And
chunks 'And'it's the main reason side but he also can run with
and Patterson 'won't meet seem- how, come those smart colleges
why Army has lost, only one the elusiveness of a pony back
ed to be backed by Cus D'Amato, all have mascots?
game this year.
and once h;: gets beyond the manager of the champion. D'Also: Dartmouth over. Corsecondary
there's
no
catching
Amato claimed Pete Rademacher, nell. Harvard over Brown, Penn
It's an ability Which menaces
him.
taken out by Patterson in six State over Holy Cross. Syracuse
the Army ground-gaining record
rounds, "would have knocked over Colgate and Boston College
established by the immortal
One of the strange facets of
Glenn Davis of Davis-Blanchard the Anderson story is that he out Machen in three or four over Marquette:.
•
fame during the war years when was a sickly youngster who rounds."
The Midwest
"I never considered him (Mathe Cadets were the scourage' almost never got tO West Point.
Michigan over Indiana — Ben
chen) nearly as good as Pat- Jonson wasn't on my team.
of the college gridiron.
Aesever nasal •condition caused
terson, and this fight lowered
Michigan State over Indiana
,his family to move to the South
Davis' Record in Danger
him further in my estimation," —He had a line for us guys.
Anderson seems 'a cinch to when he was six years old and D'Amato said. "But I offered
Ohio State over Iowa — "It's
smash the Davis record in this, at Cocoa he was one of the Machen the first shot at Patbetter to be dumb than superfinest athletes ever turned out
his first year of varsity football.
terson's title last summer, and stitious."
in Florida.
For Rambling Rob is only a
his manager reder to make things
Purdue over Northwestern —
yearling ' (sophomore) and as
for us, Sc, he's still So I win a doublehea8er.
Young Bob won 15 letters\ difficult
such still is a growing boy.
concernas
we're
out,
as
far
Also: Wisconsin over Illinois,
in football, baseball, basketball
But apparently. he isn't going
Dayton over Miami. Iowa State
and track and 20 schools were ed."
to wait, until he grows up. For
over South Dakota. Missouri over
after him when he earned high
he's that mere. 110 yards away
Kansas State and Colorado over
school All-America honors. Bob
from the Davis record with two
Nebraska.
wanted to go to West Point but
games to go. •
The South
the family thought it was a
Davis. it can be said, ran
By United Press
Georgia Tech over Alabama—
mater of money, 9. get in and
against a group of sub-par opSAN FRANCISCO — Eddie Edmund Burke spoke bravely.
he had about given up the. ,idea
ponents during the war years
Auburn over Georgia — No
when Army athletic authorities 'Machen, 195, ;`-• Redding. Calif.,
when college boys were really
cleared up that little misunder- stopped Tommy (Hurricane) rabbit feet for him.
boys. Still. his 930 yards gained
Jackson, 201, New York (10)•
Duke over Clemson — "Superstanding.
in 82 carries during 1945 was
some pumpkins even against

Today's Sport Parade

Fight Results

Wieners
49c lb.

a

4 •

99,
I Beef

NO. 1 MISSILEER -Or. James Eithan holds up a picture 01 he
sputnik in Boston as reporters and photographers interview
him following announcement by President Eisenhower that the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology president is new top
boss of the U. B. -crash" missiles program.
Ittternattormilf

.1 LARD

NOW

9

You can't say that Army_plays
the toughest schedule in the
world even today, It is a spotty
one 'with the few tough games
well scattered. Yet, even so,
every one of these clubs lays
for the Cadets and proof of
the tapioca is the way thricebeaten Utah barely bowed, 39
to 33.Saturday.
One- Man Show
Still, it was another °tit-man
show from the Army side of
the ledger as Anderson cracked
tti three touchdowns — one on a

Tigers Plan
For Last
e Of Year

Atomic Schedule t

1958 CALENDARS
For The Home or Office

Office Supply Department
LEDGER & TIMES
sit? y ANO

k••••
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The Murray Tigers will meet
the Trigg County Wildcats Friday night to finish up their
current grid season.
The game should be a good
one for the fans, since Murray
is rated a slight favorite of six
points, according to Litkenhouse."
•
Murray Tigers- have dropped ti•
their last three games to Madisonville. Hopkinsville and Caldwell, all rated in the top six
teams in the state.
The game Friday night should
be a thriller. All the Murray
players have overcome their flu
and are back on the job. The I
Tigers have a full team for the
first time in several weeks.
Jimmy Cross. D a n Parker.
Gene King, Harry Allison, Dick
Hutson,.Dan Pugh. Eddie Wells.
Lee and Billy McLemore
.1F
wll
playing their lest goo:el
for Murray High on Friday.
Game time has been set fpr
7:30.

I

AKAYOUNCING

A New Book ServiCe For You

•

faa

ON SALE

50-16. Can

125

Whatever Happened To

Vassar.

for

Can

stition is the religion of feeble Emerson.
minds."
Washington State over Idsyti
Tennessee over Mississippi — , —I'd rather be lucky than strong
enough to lift a sack of popMy straitjacket fits well.
Also: Florida over Vanderbilt. corn.
Also: UCLA over College
West Virginia over Wake Forest,
Kentucky over Xavier, Missis- Pacific and Utah over Air Form
sippi State over LSU, North Academy.
Carolina' over VPI. South Carolina over Virginia and Miami
over Maryland.
The Southwest
Texas Aggies over Rice
See a pin and pick it up.
Arkansas ,over SMU — All
the day you'll have good luck.
Texas over TCU — See a pin
and let it lay.4
Oklahoma State over Kansas
--Bad luck you'll have, all the
day.
Also: Texas Tech over HardinSimmons, Tulsa over Cincinnati.
Friday
The West
Washington over California — Farmington. at Hazel
Lynn Grove at Lewes
.3hallow men believe in luck.
Oregon State over Stanford New Concord at Lowcs
—Strong men believe in cause Murray Trng. vs Fulton Co.
(at Hickman)
and effect.
Oregon over USC — So quoth Almo at S. Marshall (Hardii)t
N. Marshall at Wingo
Lyon Co. at Benton
Saturday
LEON (GOOSE) GOSHLIN
New Concord at David Lipsc4
Monday
a
S. .Marshall at Murray Trng.
Tuesday
By United Press
Hazel at Ptirvar'
Washington's greatest lefthand- Lynn Grove at Almo
ed slugger. Goose Goslin hit Clinton at New Concord
127 homers in 11 years with
the Senators for a team record.
'33uring his 18 major league
seasons. ending in 1938, he
Monday
"goosed" seven homers in three
different Washington World Ser- Princeton at Murray
ies and led his league in batting Hardin vs. Possum Trot (Shame)
in 1928 with .379:
Cunningham vs. Feast Construor
tion (Sharp)
Whatever happened to Goose
Goslin? Today .he's 07 land oper- Lyon County at benton
ates a fleet of fishing boats at Hugg The Druggist vs. Mayfield
(Milburn)
Salem. N. J.

5
.

68 DAYS A '88 PLYMOUTH

PI

RAN 58.000 MILES—EQUAL TO

ORE THAN TWICE
AROUND THE WORLD.

P.•

AND IT DROVE SI/IRV INCH OP.THE WAY I

LILLIAN LOWRY
MTS Teacher: English, Speech and Dramatics

•
We

JEAN McRANEY

We drAigne'd it that way.

Trained Librarian and Teacher

3

knew this car was tough.

That's why we weren't afraid to give Plymouth
the toughest, true test run of all time...with
all America as the "track."

ARE NOW OWNERS OF THE

2-LB. BOX

of,Ira"'

RRINTED POWER
BOOK STORE
' Name)
(Watch For Announcement of New
Tronsdale, former teneher of Mrs.

Mks

will he in thintcre daily to assist you.
El' US HELP

U FIND THE BOOK YOU WANT

MISSILE PROBE—Edwin L.Weisl
fabcye) of New York was
named special counsel in
charge of the Senate Preparedness subcommittee's inquiry into the missile and
satellitO programs. The appointment was made by Seri.
Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.),
chairman of the subcommittee.
_

The equivalent of 6 years' driving crammed into
little more than 8 weeks!
Three times this car crossed the Rcickies. Three
times it wound its way across the country...
passing through more than 1200 cities and towns.
Whipping over ,turnpikes...creeping through
city trafte...arrowing down super-highways ...
feeling its way through rutted detours. At the
end, it still looked, ran and rode like new.

We didn't coddle this Plymouth. Didn't crate it
and ship, it carefully from place to place. Instead,
we aimed it out of Los Angeles one misty morning and sent it through a course that ran 58,000, abis is whitt,lastirg yralue Lelaity means. The
miles through 37 states.
'ability to take everything that American roads
and weather can dish out—and come trpletnning.
The time limit? Only 58 days.
Why don't you give Plymouth a test drive yourself—today? You'll see what we mean.
A thmicarvf, mile. a day!

>X< Star of the Forward Look

fe

a.,

That's the Plymouth "track"...and just look at
that route! Every possible road and weather coit-dition.'Plymouth ran every inrh 01 that murder.
ous route 3 time,; in fusi 58 dabs. What greater
proof ••of lasting, built-in stamina!
Is

Nertatahead for keeps!
•

• Y.

4
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WOMEN'S PAGE

Weddings

Locals

News

Lochie Landolt, Editor

MUSIC MAID AUTOMATIC \\
STEAM and DRY IRON
$8.49

Activities

Telephone 1685

40•-•••••••••m•••m.••••••••

111M11.•••••...
.10.
1
11
M01.0=101
.041,

Russell's Chapel
IP/S(2S Is Hostess To
Visiting Churches

SOCIAL CALENDAR

'Eastern Star Meets
At Masonic Hall
Worn- Tuesday Evening

Thursday, November 14
!Val meet at the Murray
Tne Murray Star chapter No.
-The Young Married Woman%! azOs Club ittAlbe .art 7:30 in the
•
433 OES held its regular meetSunday School Class of t ie I eVC131.24.
•• •
ing at the Masonic Hall, TuesCherry Corner Bawds* Church
will met at the home • of Mrs.
The Magazine Club will meet day evening, November 12 at
Won R)berts, Main Street. at at 2:30 in the afternoon at- the 7:30. Mrs. Mary Louise Baker,
home of Mrs.' Jack Frost. Mrs, Worthy Matron, and Nix Craw7:90 p.m.
The Stitch and Chatter. Club a C. Wells is chairman of the ford, Worthy Patron, presided.
The chapter was opened in
.meeit at the h,.*ne of Mrs. group.
• ••
the regular form. The flag was
Mrs. J. A Outiana etas pro- Hugh Wilstin, Satoh 71.11 Street,
gram loader Jur the evecung. at 7 p.m.
The Hazel PTA will meet at presented by the Marshall, Mrs.
The program was opened with
•• • •
7:00 p.m, at the school buOilang. Nettie Klapp and the pledge
the scropng of a hymn. Mrs. Laois
The regular meeting of the A spivneal program is scheduled of • allegiaoce was given. The
Woods. prvoadent
the group, .Supreme Forett: Woodmen Circle and refreshments will be served. minutes of the previous meeting
v, ere read by Mrs. Belva Dill,
•.• •
gave the scripture reading. Mrs.
Hopson gas e the dewTu Wesleyan Carole of the secretary. Mrs. Dill reported to
W:lkins.•n. Murray State
yorie
:lanai and Rev. Layuep Stsiink
F.rat M.thoclisi -Church will mat t.he group on the Grand Chapter
no of the Bethel Church led M College stuck•ros, ga‘e talks on at .... aorne of Mrs. George session, she attended at Louisville
It's
"Mothaci:srn
Students."
and
prayer. Mrs. Vera Nanny, treaneldcr. 202 VItoocklawn, at 7:30 in in October.
tik:17-9
jOint911
An announcement was made
surer, gave a repurt.
:112 • 4. • t
:ht.' society. They are Mealames
of the next regular meeting to
• t. • •
be held November 26 at 7:30
Mrs. Jack Frost. conference L.r.a S:ag!e. Mar:a Wilsan. zid
Monday, November 16
officer on autstsan Social Re- NI.ss Roth Slagle. .
TO, Aoce Waters Circle of p.m. in the Masonic Hall. It will
The rnee•Lng, was closed with
be an Initation service and .the
lations. pare a talk to the group
the 1-rs4.-„Methociast Chnrch will degrees of order will be conferand answered qtbstions con- • .•.ea: number by Rev. and
.n. the social hall at 7:30.
Mrs. Soankiln of the Bethel
red upon three candidates.
cerning her work.
••••
Other officers •serving at the
. S:agie and Mar- L'narca.
Misses Rot:,
meeting were Agnes Fair. associate matron; Cletus Fair. associate patron; Urbena •Koenen,
* ENOS TOPIITI*
coductreist• Elaine Clubb, associate- conductress; Jean Weeks,
chaplain; Dorothy Boone, organMrs. Etay Monday was hates
ist: Star Points— Adah...Clover
to tro.• Motions Circle of tile
Cothano Huth-lmtFrances ChurchFirs; Muthachst Church WSCS
ill. EstherorMildred Bell. Marhr hame on North 8th St.,
tha Pro :Tern...Sue blayhand,
ruto.lay, November 12 at 9:30
Eectra...Ora Lee Farris; Ola
Winchester, Warden Pro Tern;
Mrs. C. C. Lowry predded
and Norman ,l(apcs.; sentinel.
oer :lie buaines meeting.
Mrs. Hugh Houston gave the
on titi theme of
.• nat.k.gsing. Mrs. J. E. Cross
Mr and Mrs Iterlei-z. Alexthe W4s1eyan Found.. lon ait Murray State College, ander announced the birth of a
•.asin e:large of the araitram. sm. Dwain Gaylon. born Nov:Ls mimeo. was "Raeirel Pre- ember 7, weighing seven lbs.
and nine ounces, at the Murray
Refrstouncros were served to Hospital. The Alexander's live
.4
groao4 19 menstars and in Puryear.'Tenn.
• ,,•
11,,y the bustvaa„Mrs.
A boy.. Carlton Alan. weighS. • •
ing nine pounds was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Java Clinton Henon, Bent ro November 9 at the
Murray Haspital.
••••
ln newly formed group, MurSies1a Jo. born NAvenriber 9
..0.• Jayeettes soled to disband
La
Nair
:
ecaose of lack of members weighing- oleo pounds. 10 oun.d interest at this time." The ces,. at the Murray Hospital .is
oup met at the home of Mrs. the ctaughter ,rt Mr. and Mrs.
voodoo
- Enix, Coldwater .Road, Twee- John Burt Watson. 612 West
clay, November 12 at 7:94/ in the Dkve.
••••
4.
evening.
WOnian
. The, Jaycetes are ;he wives
A daughter. Tena J.,. was
f tne Murray Jaycees. The pur- b m Novientrer 11. Vataipong
1.49/1/91
.19911
IIS
pose of the club was to help ses en pounds. to Mr. and Mrs.
ENGLISH-CONNIAY•CONNOIS
.lie Jaycees 111 their projectS and Bobby lawia,_ Heodricson. Ben1...31111.
ton, at at the Murray 1-1.kspltal.
The Russell's Chapel Womans'
Society of Christian Service of
the Methodist ()lurch was hostess to, the societies oil Bethel
Brooks Chapel and Independence
Churchft, November 8 at seven
o'clock in the evening. '

of

Morning Circle
:11leets at Home of
Airs,. Ray_.11unday.

MAXWELL HOUSE

fee
Saila

SUGAR _ __ 10
PACKERS RED SOUR PITTED
CHERRIES
6
Prat HALVES
NIBLET CORN -BROWN BEANS _ _2
BROOKSWHOLE KERNEL

TERROR."

that
screams
from
'the
*grave!

Jaycettes Vote To
Disband Tuesday

303
CANS

— —

NO. 21
/
2
CAN

— L

12-02.
CANS

-

CANS
303

LB.
JIFFY WHITE, YELLOW OR DEVIL'S FOOD

NEW LIGHT-DUTY APaCheii
1 here's new pep and power in every
Apache model, whether you choose
the •Ihriftmaster 6, famous for economy, or the short-stroke Trademaster
Vri• with a full 283-cubic-inch displacement. Three brand-new StepVans make their debut to solve troublesome delivery chores. Rolling in
ior '58, too, are high-capacity pickups. panels and versatile 4-wheel
drive models.
•Opttonat at extra Coll on all consoukmal models

COUNTRY CLUB

NO. 303
CAN

HOMINY
DRY MILK

25c

I

PACKERS

2

1k PEAS

25c

CANS
3

PKG.ai
g9C

2

14 OZ.
— —

FiEsupCOLRD

BREAST 0' CHICKEN

NcoA. N1/2 3
19:
1
TABLE NAPKINS _
TUNA
27c
mAAWELL
LABEL
INSTANT COFFEE___6iZf 1.29
39c
WEDGES
ENCYCLOPEDIA _ _ _ _VOL, i3 99c fE:ITREGARINE
__ 2
45c
GOLD
BOXES

HOUSE-10c OFF

PR

8-0Z.
PKG.

HOME AND SCHOOL

POUNDS

MEDAL OR PILLSBURY

5

LB.
BAG

3

LBS.

19c
29c

2.9c

It's Baking Time
HOLIDAY BRAND

Mixed Nuts _ _

25c
2 LBS. 25c Brazil Nuts _ _
LB

53c

HOLIDAY BRAND

Lb
Pkg.

49c

FARM FRESH — WHOLE

COMPLETELY CLEANED
READY 1,0 CUT
INTO SERVING PIECES

Slii

LB.

A

GROUND' BEEP

L.. 39c

FRESH, LEAN, MADE HOURLY
LARGE—BY THE PIECE

BEEF LIVER
39c BOLOGNA
2 39c
SLICED BACON__ 2 ptK-163 . 1.09 TEbCNENEDERITE STEAK_ _
99c
BOILING BEEF
19c WHITING
5 ,VG 79c
• ENAMELED ROASTER °
ICE CREAM__ vi 89
LB.

LB

LEAN AND MEATY

HEADLESS AND DRESSED

LB

HIGHWAY PATROL

Strring BRODERICK CRAWFORD, KFVS-TV, Thurs. 9 P.M.

/....sdel 10501 .0% fonder.,
cu'e op -on (lo,eground) end
Model 10203 chass.s-cob

SEALTEST

GAL

THOROBRED

MLYS CHEVRZiiri Tfarirl\CJIMT.C(51:.
Sc )our

CANS
3

KROGER

RICH--SWEET--MELLOW

Latent editions of the "Hhe Wheel" In truelitn,

Onll- franchised

35c

LB.

YOUNG TENDER

_:•

‘.11

12 OZ.
CANS

CAN

CRANBERRIES
YELLOW
O NIONS
FANCY HOT HOUSE
LEAF JEITUCE
B ANANAS -

Vikings

4419
0
.
.NEW HEAVY-DUTY OPartang
heav.V-auty Spartans make haul-. „
. ;ivstoro with the most revolutionary _truck engine in decades-the
• Wtirkmaster k a with Vv'edge-ttcad
cies.iim.
. Featured on high-tonnage
hL.o.yeeights. this 'ifompletoly new
231i-h.p. power plant Ilchicse a new
- in eftteiency'. Your 1. he% oiler
dioner is eager to show you many_
other advanced features. including "
Triple-torque Tandem options that
boost CiCW iatings all the way. to
511,000 lbs.!

NO 2
— — CAN

99c
19c

EN

ETTUCE 2.

NEW MEDIUM-DUTY
Nine new medium-duty models add
to the versatility lof these Vikings,
with new cab-to-rear-axle dimensions
for improved semi-trailer, dump and
van-type operations. Advanced Vfl's
and 6's deliver efficient. hard-pulling
power, with the Heavy-Duty Super
Taskmaster V8* packing a high of
175 h.p. High-tonnage options hike
CiV'W ratinp to 21,000 lbs.
•Opitanol at extra coo on all .Seriet i0 and 010
tracks except far.ard.eontral models

Ve. 011, Model 3409 1.0 slokr.
6333 gloss s-cob. 6103 choss•i•coto

6-02
JAR

L

CELLO WRAPPED

NEW HUSTLE! NEW MUSCLE! NEW SIMI

10c

- —

HEADS

Here for '58 in 3 hard-working weight classes!

9-0Z.
PKG.

95c CAKE MIX
$1 CI STOWELEHT__ _ _ _
37c 1 Maio APPLES _35c MEETXICORN
PACKERS
_ _ _2
29c

CRISP GARDEN FRESH HEAD
.011111101.0tr----•

GI

REGULAR or DRIP

ORTENING 3 69

STORY"

PERSONALS

BLABG.

VACUUM PACKED

KROGO—PURE VEGETABLE

''JAMES DEAN

FRIDAY&SATURDAY

• SUPER SIZE, SUPER CAPACITY
• BEAUTIFUL MODERN, STREAMLINED

Iwirsdet d•ydr,

Li)(

Dog Food 2, 27c PABST 6

7.52y2)

WELL HQLD 14-POUND FOWL

I Sparkling Beverages

Chesty

Twin Pack

BUY NOW WITH YOUR

59c

Mayrose Skinless

Potato Chips 59c WIENERS roll, 55c

.1c:111if display this fanttttt trademark

SAVINGS ON GROCERY PRICES!
USE THROUGHOUT THE HOLIDAY
SEASON AHEAD

• e

1iiii,iil Chevrolet Deo:
‘
; ,r

1

•
-•-••••••••••••••••••••.
,
.. •
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NIIIMS111111,11•11111r,z-1111126CIRLAW;Le.

- SPECIAL DAN RIVER WRINKLE-SHED

GINGHAM SPORT SHIRTS
DRI-DON WASH 'PI WEAR

UTILITY SET

Assorted Stripes - Plaids and Checks

with HANGING RACK

,

DEVIL'S FOOD

10c

6-0Z
JAR

99c

NO. 2
- - CAN

19c

_2

12 OZ.
CANS

35c

_2

303
CANS

25c

$29
'
BARGAINS ON MEN'S

HEAVY COTTON ARGYLES
NYLON STRETCH SOCKS
LIGHT WEIGHT ARGYLES
Values to 790

59c 2 pr. for $100
EN'S BANDED

LB.
CAN

ANDKERCHIEFS 10- $1

69'
2

at

Sizes S-M-L-XL

9-0Z.
PKG.

--

CANS

25c

14-0Z.
- --

19c

LADIES

NEW FALL SUITS
$19.98 to $39.98

31c

Es

39c

_

SLIPOVER SWEATERS
special $398

RAYON PANTIES
25

Rale

5

impala* 118W

LADIES ORLON

CARDIGAN
SWEATERS
Good Assortment
of Colors

IADS
OR

•
•

SLIPOVER
SWEATERS

Baking Time

Good Assortment
of Colors

BRAND

$7.98

53c

FALL COATS
Values to
$39.50
Values to
$49.50

NOWslaw
NOW $2300
NOW $2809

PL1,bg

ECES
LB.

• $24.50

• $29.50

• $34.50

Notab(eKctt

RAWHIDE PINISH, SADDLE TAN,
RERMUDA GREEN, ADMIRAL BLUE
COLORADO

l!PIII

Washable Corduroy
Special". 98c yd.
Sheet Blankets

BOYS

CAR
COATS

Pinwale

Toggle Buttons, Heavy
Quilting Lining

Solid Colors

Size 8-18

Solid White, Assorted Colors
(REGULAR $1.49 VALUE)

$5" to $1995

$1.00
ONE BIG TABLE

36 inch FAST COLOR PRINT
Special 29c 4 yds. $1.00
OR

Assorted Colors and
White
29c yd.

27 IN. OCTTING

4

Yards $1

390 or 3 for $1.00

Solid Colors

$7.98 & $8.98

590 or 2 for $1.00

ALL-AMERICAN DISH TOWELS, 18x36

6 for $1.00

CANNON WASH CLOTHS (150 value)

.10 for $1.00

12x12 WASH CLOTHS

20 for $1.00

BOY'S WHITE SWEAT SHIRTS

$1.00

BOY'S LONG'SLEEVE'SPORT SHIRTS .... $1..59 - 2 for $3
BOY'S BLUE JEANS, reg. $1.29

SPECIAL $1.00

hie sICA,
BELK - SETTLE CO. 111 Ciiidc91:11°S
F$1; ;0 001'9'95

Long Sleeve $1.59

01111 them car coats, motor
coatç shorter-than-long coats
whatever the naine, they're
the fashion. Our collection includes many new views of this
popular coat... COme see.

%IF

$10" to $16"
NINEM.111111111111111•11111111A

44.

Sizes 36 To 44

Slipover $5.98 & $7.98 - Cardigan $8.98

HOLIDAY
e

$7.98 to
$24.50

HEAVY CANNON TOWELS

LB

r

Made from 10-oz. Denim - Part Wool Lining

Solids or Stripes

_ LB 39c

°PICESI

JACKETS
$3.98

DROWN, towxsti GM.

Dyed To Match

DWL

MEN'S LINED BLUE DENIM

CARDIGAN SWEATERS

39c
rEAK_ _2 PLKBG 99c
_5 4BG 79c

- NOW $432
- NOW $2954
- NOW $2521
NOW $2246
- NOW $1496

•

HEAVY CANNON TOWELS

All Wool Skirt

ROASTER °

FALL
COATS

$5750 value - .$3995 value - $3495 value - $2995 value - $1995 value - -

from BELK-SETTLE

Availablo In HAWAIIAN SAUL

LADIES BAN-LON

•

• $19.98

• Out-Travels all others!
II Exclusive "Travel-Testor
finish defies scuffs,
cleans with damp clotla

$8.98
4.

Green - Black - Blue & Taupe

Train a Sale!

CARDIGAN
SWEATERS

49c

kNED

Ladies
Knit
Suits

for the firstSa
MSOnite
time evert--

LADIES BAN-LON

BRAND

•

SPECIAL PURCHASE

CHILDRENS'
NEW

$398 & $598
LADIES BAN-110A.

‘Cw.

Nuts _ _

$100

NEW SHIPMENT

taShiont 44.

Values to
$29.50

11.
11F
.

Nuts

PRS.

LADIES ORLON

SLIPOVER
SWEATERS

25%
OFF

LADIES

c

LADIES ALL WOOL

2 POUNDS 45c

Sports Coats

$1.00

New Shipment Ladies Col-Con

NO. /
1
2
• - - -- CAN

FAI
G
COU
ib
lEisitS
and

5-PIECE KITCHEN

Assorted Styles and Colors

BOY'S COTTON FLANNEL SPORT SHIRTS .... 2 for $3.00

Streamlite Train Case... regularly $17.5P

MEN'S SOLID AND FANCY

-

ully

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

A.111.111111.
.
1.
11 111r

4

a.

vo.
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MURRAY HIGH Vs TRIGG COUNTY

310

00/V.
,WS
$1;
e the
iyment.
..ay. Hon
n Strt

Er

TOMORROW NIGHT
Last Game Of The Year

AUTO L
rates,' no
Wilson I
Phone 32

IOT TA]
u. 2nd
tan Pla.
:00 p.m.

CR1

Ac'

1—Cut
4-11u.

Holland Stadium 7:30 P.M

11—nuc

In

1.1-13e
13-1101

15— '
rt i
I 7-13e.
19—Net

(co

MURRAY HIGH

23-861

25—Str

LET'S GO everybody.....to the

— FOOTBALL SCHEDULE --

tr—Dts

me

1957

?A

Game! Be on hand

—Roc

30-1.1.;

(at

31-11u

:1—Pr

15-11u
a,;— P..

when the whistle blows for the

Sept. 6 Halls, Tenn. 6 - Murray 6
13 Russellville 13 - Murray 7

kick-off.
... cheer the team on to

20 Morganfield 7 - Murray 14
27 Mayfield 25 - Murray 0

victory ... show your colors in the

4 Fulton 31 - Murray 20

Oct.

11 Bowling Green 0 - Murray 7

stands ... give the boys a rousing

18 M•disonville 33 - Murray 19

send-off

25 Open
Nov.

1 Hopkinsville 32 - Murray 0
8 Caldwell Co. 53 - Murray 13

Make it a date ... don't be late

Home

15 Trigg Co

1957 Tigers

Out.
die.
At
n

at
hon
kno
sot-

yoIJ

FOOTBALL TEAM — first row, left to right; Wells, Hutson., Lee, Pugh, R.

Vance. Parker, Cross, McLemore, Allison.
Second row; Buchanan, Carraway, Farriq, McClure Miller, Sanders, King,
Hurt, Vance.
Third row; Nix, George, Brewer, Henry. Fitts, Farrell, Rose, SykPs Vaughn.
Fourth row; Coach Holland, Coach Russell, Shelton. Brumley, Rickma n,
Evans, Boaz, Young, Coach Alexander, Coach Jeffrey.

to
how

yttii
fun:
Id

tryl
a
mot
see_
wan
Toll

THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES ARE ROOTIN' FOR THE MURRAY HIGH TIGERS !

Wallis Drug Store

Parker Motors

Parker's Standard Oil Agency

Ward & Elkins

tall
Snit
I. wJ
will
twin

at

John H. Parker, Agent - Phone 300

"Your Friendly FORD Dealer"

paid
tip
parl

Max Churchill Funeral Home
Sykes Brothers Lumber Company

re:4
Vote

-Yo
It I
timr
he LI

ter:
eon

Baucum Real Estate Agency
Shirley Florist

_

Superior Laundry & Cleaners

You
the
area
get
not
Toll
that
he'll
V.

Parker Pop Corn
Fitts Block & Ready Mix
Bank Of Murray

Murray Auto Parts Hughes Paint and Wall Paper

-
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Read The Ledger Sports Page

roan. See us for free estimates.
51 u: ay Jewelry, Troy Bogard,
owner.
N16C

NOVEMBER 14,i

FSERVICES OFFERED

BOUNTY

OEAD

STOCK 'removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Onion City
1305,

fa per word for ens day, minimum of 17 words for
600 --a 64 per ward for three days. Claaslfled ads Sr. payable le
advance.
BIRD DOG for sale. One four
year old female setter bird dog.
Also one Remington 20 gauge
shotgun, good as new.• See
Shanon Ellis at Ellis Popcorn
Company, or call 2192-J at night.
5115P

FOR SALE

quick sale. See M. G. Richard- (
son, 407 South 8th St., or phone i
74.
N16C I

: /OK! Ten Alum _gum _winws with Alum screen and one
CUSHMAN Motor Scooters. Place
or, $189 installed. We also
your
orders
now.
Excellent
so the triple truck. No down
Christmas gifts. See M. G. Richi yment. Up to 36 mOntirs
.
ardson, or call 74, Murray. N16C
•iy. Home Comfort Co., 18th ajmd 1 of 3 Pointers, Male or female,
?in Street: Ph. 1303.
DI C 14 m°' Beauties
'1 male 3 years
' BIRD DOGS. pointer's and setters
staunches, backs, retrieves, pertrained. See'- "Jeihn. Stahips Or
feet
gun
dog.
$150.
Green
Wilsont
AUTO INntatANCE, reasonable
call 528-W-1 or 1874
N16P
Phone1281.
NISNC
rates," no membership involved.
Wilson Insurrice. Mani ...met.
BY OWNER, three bedroom brick
Phone 921.
TIC BABY BED, maple finish, inner home,'
beautiful natural birch
spring mattress. Good condition. cabinets. See at 604 Vine Street
Phone 508-XJ. Lee Warren Fox, or phone 1343-W.
N16C
LOT TAMALES. Boyce Bumpis,
324 S. 6th.
N16P
'u. 2nd St., across from Tesaco
utk Plant. Phone 1659,-W after I HAVE SEVERAL good used
N15P washing machines priced for
:00 p.m.

FOR RENT

Answer to V00000day's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Cut of 'neat
4-Burket
t-Weaken
11-Room
In harem
I2-Be borne
13-116Id on
property
IS-Entrance
17-Brom
15-Negative
2o-The mainstay
21-Parent
(collon.)
22-Chal.an
23-Solar disk
2l'i-Stroke

31-1,1 it stand
RS-Exist
41-Partner
4'2-Chicken
4.2-itaee of

ACN ii SAW
7 GA
AC
T R y
ST E

Rpm
DOM MEI MP

ON ION
RE
N AVE D
A FT
IG A
E SAP
I
EA
A
BAG
STE
R (4
AL

44- Mai s
nickname
45--flahyloolan
deity
46-Swiss river
47-Shrivel

EN
AM
LIE
S'E X
E

agtnla
high note
SG-Handl,
57-siTra grenien

Inuasure

fl—Soak

1-Jump
2-Fuss
3-11u)Mg and
sellluoi
emporium
4-Suppilrate
ti-ErIII

NMI EMI' NM
Nu IMMO umu
SIM

mum iiuu

AHEM
1111111111MIIMIN
V
51

37
/
t7
.9
35ti.

42

ES

R 0
O Eft A
GE
Rif
N
M
GAL
g_cyprInold dab
7-European
dormouse
S-Crafty
9-Throe-toed
sloth
10-yertalning tte•
punishment ,
/4-Memoranda=
IS-Number
•
1S-Part of

DOWN

•IS-Possebses
'2:1-4:oat
30-Ehysirian
(abbr.)
31-.11urrirs
-Proi red
15-Bushy clump
P..11,..1 of time
Zit-Young boy

POE
EARS

7

21-Experts
22-prunoun
23-Limb
24:
-Spread for
drying
IstrO
26-Prefix: wrong
2,i-Po,sessed
23—vnik•ction of
farts
,
3I-Torrid
32-Before
32-Ship channel
21-Coem
2:i-Number
37-WoodWorking
marlenes
33-1..tan-to
.
35-Rips
40-Chief artery 41-Small rug
43-.•qmhol for
calcium
44-City In Italy
it-Boring tool
47-Existed
45-Man's name
61-coolcil lava
ta-indetinite
article

11546 mesvotiFeeterw
. OVIR140

1 TWO Room unfurnislied apartment with private bath, also one
3 room unfurnished apartment
with private bath. Phone 1249 or
231-M evenings.
N14C

NOTICE

FLAVOR
liErl
LLY
URA
Al

CAR OWNERS. We are providing family automobile insurance
at 25% below normal rates. Purdom and Thurman Insurance,
sotrthside Court Square. Ph. 842
or 847.
TIC

cream°
LiARGARINE

SINGER Sewing inachine sales
and service on all makes. Oall
before 8:00 or after 4:00. Leon
Hall, phone 934-J.
N16C

Creamo Margarine is made hem cream and fat-free
milk blendA 151111
co.cx-set,d and sodean
peanut oil, salt,
, rroricig;,certde, sodi.rn benzoate,
citric acid, Vitamin a, a social tlarorrng and artificial coloring.

Office cluttered up with coats,
rain coats, hats and umbrellas?
We have the answer. Lyon Steel
coat racks beautifully finished
in soft harmoniztng Gray Baked
Enamel
a really durable and

Have you tried

SUNFLOWE

long lasting finiih. Constructed
of sturdy, formed square tubular
uprights: cantilever shelves; skid
domes on base to protect floors.
The racks with a capacity of
12, are equipped with attractive
steel
hardwood
hangers
with
hooks. See them now on display
at the Office Supply Department
of The Daily Ledger & Times.

APARTMENT FOR RENT: 3zooms, private entrance, private
bath, ground floor, electric heat.
Phone 1975 or 1656-3.
NTF Phone 55.

Corn Meal MDS?

TF

MODERN Furnished Apartment
available now. E. F. Bilbrey EZELL Beauty School is offering
N19C two scholarships this month to
512 Broad St.
some deserving person. (ComSEVEN ROOM House with full plete course free if you can
basement. Gas furnace. Call 700. qualify). Apply in person. Ezell
INI5C Beauty Schol. 208 South Sixth
N16C
7 ROOM HOUSE, 201 So, 81/h. street.
Electrically
heated) Ihrouidiout WATCH and CLOCK repairs.
Call 674. Cappie Beal.
NI8C
Clifton Paschall, expert repairTWO I3EDROOM UNfurnished
apartment. Gas heat., 1102 Pogue.
See Marjorie- Mute at Bank of
AMC
Murray.
•

PLOTS SEARCH-Capt. Don Hinkel plots his course in search
for the Pan Am Stratocruiser
missing between California and
Hawaii with 44 persons aboard.

Photo was made tn one of the
search planes. OnternationaD

Ago Today
Ten Years
,
Ledger, & Timesfile

Auction Sale

Tickets for the chili supper, sponsored by Wesley
Foundation, are now on sale at Dale & Stubblefield or
SAT., NOV. II i at ,10:00 am. at can .be purchased from members of the Methodist Stueast of dent group.
_
my home,
Elan Grove ..lar.sa :sr Newberg
Yesterday afternoon a coal truck loaded with seven
of farming tools,
Road.
ton\ of coal crashed through a bridge near Coles Camp
horse drawn, also one Pori Ground Church.
Ferguson tractor 47 model equipThe driver was Clyde Roberts and was not injured.
ment, 1 two row drill team for_
On Thursday night, November 4, at 7:30 o'clock the
•
Lffictor, five jersey CklWb, two
Murray Training School presents
fresh and three to freshen soon, Dramatics Class of
three-act play to be
two milk cans, one four wheel "We Shook -The Family Tree," a
wagon, one mule about 15 hands given at the little chapel.
'
Dad's Night is being observed this evening by the
high. And other things. Melvin
NI4P Murray High School Parent-Teacher Association. This
Lawrence, Murray Rt. I.
is the one meeting of the year that fathers are able to
attend because the regular time of the association's 3:00
o'clock in the_afternoon.
Mrs. Rue Overby and children, Ruetta and Joe, spent
last week-end with their parents and grand-parents, Mr.
and Mrs. hey Hight of Crofton, Ky,

.1554.1577,
Overlic !POT Fr
711 the ninel publish,
,
by The MaC11,1iwia Co. Distributed by K ng iestutea Syndicate.

'OLD-TIME FLAVOR in light, light cornbread!
torn
This is the_wonderful Mix made from white
To
Sunflour.
by
milled
meal of highest quality and
baking
of
blend
special
give feathery lightness, a
powder has been added, with iwt erv—gh salt to
season. It is so
carefully measured
and mixed that you
get extra light, extra
'Pot ea°
tasty cornbread
RECIPE
every time!

printed on the bag

Also mailable plain

To 2 cups SUNFLOWER Corn
Meal Mix, add 14 cum :weft milk
ergs
or fresh buttermilk, 1 or 2
tablespoons
beaten slJghtiv, 2
melted fat. Mix well. Bake in
Ito: greased corn:tick or muffin
melds about 13 minutes at 42,

FREE
COUPONS
ORIGINAL
ROGERS
S1LVERPLATE

.00

vi

that."
HEiV 1 ILUAC,I, :: our house.
"If you're looking for trouble,"
1 ran tn.ible I ,...sn t thinkyou to save my Ide. 1 1 said, "you can have it."
ire coherently. 1 buckled my gun guess that's what it amounts to."
"I'm not," Price said. "I'll lets
biiit around me and picked up my
That surprised me more than Blue stomp his own snakes."
LiDer's Winchester. l got my ;anything else she'd said. She was
"What are you doing on Rafter
tw.lve dollars out of' the bureau as` seared as anyone else except 3 range?"
Slim asked.
drav.sr, found a flour sack and 'katt Colohan.
"Isiah the park"
a -sr- -erine, it -With roskt. WhOn I went
you heat about it?"
6111, le. Bess was waiting for me,1
The Harris cabin had been built
"Yeah, seems like I dhl now
I tied the sack behind the sad- by a bachelor long before we that you mention It,"
Price addle. aot wanting tire talk to Beat. came to the park. It was in bet- mitted.
At that moment I hated her the'ter shape than I had expected.
Slim Jim grinned. "You ain't
,..:111:c way I hated Gil and Ma. There was a broom inside, so 4 told
us what you're doing here.
Right then I hated everybody. was able to get it cleaned up If you're figuring-on taking
up
"(",et out of my way. Bess. Don't reasonably well. I found an old a
homestead, you're a goner."
ai sie with me' I'm leaving!"
ax back of the cabin, so I chopped
-ble homestead?" I laughed. "I
She griMheo the reins of my up a dead cedar, built a fire, and just had to
have some place
hors? "You're so mad you don't cooked supper. After that I hole up and this was handy, to
I've
know what you're doing. There's settled down to wait, and wait I been so mad I didn't
know what
soyI want you to do."
ldid for two days. I sat In front to do. Been figuring on going
o snip want?"
lot the cabin and stared at the back and having it out with Gil."
"I w int you to help me find 'land that reached from my ridge
"He handles a gun purty fancy, •
your_ lathe::s
I to the horizon, all Rafter 3 range. don't he?" Price asked.
I said. "If I knew hoW to do Bess curie one night after dark.
-That's why I haven't gone
tha', ''•
;She gave me a sack of grub, but back," I said. "Say, you reckon
"I think -I know, but you have she wouldn't get down. "Some- I could get a Job with the Rafter
to rerFze 'you've got to come bady might be watching, might 3?"
'home ale' you do what I want , even have trailed me. I just
"You serious?" Price asked inyou to. You' mother will be ow- wanted to tell you I've talked to credulously.
fully sorry abdut what she said. your mother and she's sorry. She
"You bet I am," I said. "I
I didn't come- here to argue. I'M wants you back, Dave."
can't keep living off hot air. I've
trying to say that if you're sone
I didn't say anything. I stood got to get a job somewhere, and
S little while, you'll have your looking up at Bess in the moon- I'd rather hang around, here
and
mother and Gil awfully glad to light, sour-tempered because she'd see what happens in the
park.
sea_yrau when you get back.- 1 tbrought up something I didn't Do any of them offer mere Oars
want you to get a job with Vie 'want to think About.
to stay? Johnny Strong or Frank
Toll."
I said, "Nothing's happened, Dance or any of them? No. sir"
She sin* 114 It TIER me. She Bess."
Price scratched his long, nose
said: "Nose-Wait before you blow
"They'll come," she said.
and glanced at Slim Jim. "Sounds
up, The man we want lives in the
"I'll wait a little lodger," I likeThe menna it
park. I thought that when your said. "So long."
"Can't blame him none," Slim
father was shot. After Elder
She sighed. "I'll be back to see Jim said. **A scummy lot down
Smith was killed ,thh same 'way. you Jr] two or three days," she there. Purely scummy." He looked
1.was sure of it. It I'm rig1,t, Ton said, and- rode sway.
at ,me. "Vic's 'In Rock Springs.
will hear about what happened! The thing worked out, but not I'll tell him about you."
today. He'll think you're. so sore in the, way Bess expected it to.
Price glanced at Slim Jim 's
at
and your mother and the :Ile next afternoon 1,..tm Rafter 3 again. slyly, I thought, then'
rem that he can Use you. and riders showed lip. I saw them brought his gaze to me. He said,
you've got to fix 'it so he -enn. °mink a long time before they "You hang around here, will you.
t oil know the old ilarri:t cabin?-" reached the cabin.
Munro? I'll ride over and tell you
I &ridded, and she went orr'l I checked my revolver and when Vfc gets back."
"You hole up there for a while. slipped It back into the holster.
"I'll be here," 1 said. "Long as
It hasn't been used for a long I left the Winchester just Maide my grub holds out, anyway."
time, bill vou can make opt. It'll the doot and stood in front of the
They rode away. I watched
be itangermis he•cruise 11;5 on Rat- Cabin until Me two riders mint them until they disappeared out
ter 3 range. Sooner or later they'll out of a blench of cedars below there in that maze of gullies and
come Around to Set.- who's there, me and at:Cheri up the slope. Then ridges. They had something up
YOI1 tell them ',mire finished in 'I retreated one step so I 'stood their sleeves, all right, but I
the park and you're 'hanging in the doorway where I could couldn't figure it out.
fftmd -w,,ItI,,,, for a Cia.iRcehi grab the rifle If I wanted it, or
I found out the following day.
get square for us blaming you for pimp back inside.
A rider showed up about the midnot getting your father'e killer,
I recognized them when they dle of the afternoon, coming in
Toll will believe voir
reined tip: Dick Price . and Slim,the same way Dick Price and
that's the way he thinks. I think Jun. They recognized me too. Price 'Slim Jim had come the day behe'll take you on. Then you'll itrat said: "Well, I'll be doggone! Look fore. It weir Sammy Blue,
who we've got here, Shin."
have to watch."
"All right.- I'll try it," 1 said,
-Yeah. It's thekritinsliek Kid,"
Sammy Blue, certain he is
nil takitig the reins from her. Slim Jim said. "Busted Sammy going to 1,111 Dit‘e, reseals the
Bloc's ,arm. Remember, Dick?"
Identity 'ii the murderer in toTped Into the saddle.
Price laughed. "I hcerd about morrow's Iodise Installment of
She. laid • hand on my arm
"Dave, don't g*t yourself killed., it. Sanuny remembers. I'll bet on "Desperate Man."
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by Ernie Bushmiller

NANCE

MAYBE I SHOULDN'T
HAVE USED FURNITURE

WANTS
EVERYTHING TO
BE NICE "AND
SHINY FOR HER
PARTY
SHE

ni.et tuigive iii,, IL 0 Wet
happened. Ins next in line. I'm
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I HAVE TO HELP
AUNT FRITZI
CLEAN HOUSE

POLISH ON THE
APPLES

by ita•bara Van Burin.

ABBIE an' SLATS
I-I GUESS YOU'RE RIGHT,SLATS.
MUST BE I'M GETTING TO BE A
SCARED'?' CAT OLD L A DY,
IMAGINING
THINGS,'

MORSIDA
WE CAN'T GO REPORTING
DAWN AS THE CROCK WHO PULLED
THE CANDY STORE JOB
JUST BECAUSE SHE
WROTE ABOUT SOME THING LIKE IT -AND
SHE LIKES CANDY;

THAT'S THE TROUBLE
vyr1-4 A SWEET TOOTF4 SATISFYING IT:

S.

by Al (app

LIL' ABNER

".t,N l FFrr Y 7MAR HEART 15 TORE TWO
WRONG,
SLAUGHTERHOUSE. SON!!
MOONBEAM'S
IS BURNIN'
BftCKIN
DOWN.?
TOWN!!

- 5ag- TA'

WAYS!!—F0'TA'SAKE
HUSBIN-LESS,
0. SUFFERN,
DOGPATCH WOOMINHOOD, AR HOPES MAR
SCHEME WORKED!!
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NEW CROP
FLORIDA PINK

'me

•

FOUND HERE!BOTAPOP

131

CLUB
STEAK

I.

PORK STEAK

49q,

TURKEYS

39icb

'America's Favorite
5010d Dressing•

9()Z. box' 1 Oc

Wesson Oil,

39c
POTATOES
10-LB.

ii

Y•

QUART

65e

4-

BAG

LARGE 21 2 CAN BIG BROTHER

1
10
1—*

CHILLI With BEANS 394

Pliryear..•

4-ROLL PACKAGE

LETTUCE

BLUE RIBBON

TISSUE

KLEENEX
200 TISSUES

35c 229

1-LB. BAG

29c HOMINY
2
- 79c
Peanut Butter

29c
6 PACKAGES

NUM
-CAA D Y

25c

Regular or

225c

1-1b. Cello Bag White

Pops-Rite
POPCORN

19c

Y•V...-

MAXWELL
HOUSE
Coffee

Cranberry
SAUCE

2cans 23c

MONARCH
DIET FOODS
•

GIANT SIZE

REG, SIZE

SILVER DUST

BREEZE

Kitchen Towel Inside

Face Cloth Inside

79e

33e
FEET .

Alcoa Wrap 33c
BROADCAST
BREAST-O-CHICKEN
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CHOPPED

TUNA

AM

By

19e

•
FRUIT COCKTAIL
8-oz. can .

Reg. Size Lifebouy 3/29c
Bath Size Lux Soap 2/25c
Reg. Size Ringo Blue 28c
• 69c
Giant Size Surf

Ig
stra

th

Pears
8-oz. can

h
pr

19c

No, 2 1 2 Can Chunk Pack

1 2.0s.

3for 89c

59c

John
coiled
Was
It'
the Rot
Stem
George
Legislat
Mr, S.
agemem
While

10-0Z, CELLO BAG SKINNER

Large

Twin Rags

Short Cut MACARONI 19c LAYS - 59

Nabisco Premium

4-0Z, AMERICAN ACE

CRACKERS
1-lb. bin( . 23C

INSTANT COFFEE - - 89c

POTATO CHIPS

rot
7,0 r

•

Food
Market
• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

• Friendly Courteous Service

•Phone 1061
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Drip Grind

7'z-oz. OCEAN SPRAY

REG. SIZE

LUX LIQUID
390

- Large 21/2 Can

12 OZ GOLD KRAFT

•

-
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forme
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lit ill

CLOROX Qt. 19c
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mas II
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FRESH ICEBVG

Vi

25

MIRACLE WHIP
49,,
PIE Clit ST MIX

ALL PURPOSE WASHED COBBLERS

LARGE FIRM HEADS

/Continued front Pate One)
A hen •9t1.9 wa, 41
S•
ci es most of her patnting fro'
i•thfr. ,
s and ur.aserat'on
Pa•ntinge-orst . !hit type
‘eff-taught arti—ts are usuiOr eseeed as "naturals" or -pri. -ding
tdiss C:ara Eag%
•`•
.
" art,i_o•s. cxspecial "nature)
t- - hi' Is the firs" of .•99 kind to
•ake place
the Murray Sta'•

46-0z.

JIFFY

QUART

.9e

•

69c

FRESH

•LONE GIRL STUDENT—Rona
L.:pine. 18. is the only girl
among 58 engineering students
ire the new college--tyaining
program :ointly sponsored by
Pratt Institute and the U.
',;. -n.
Naval Shipyard in Rro,
N I It will take i-.er five years
to get h9,97 (keret in'(dee:neat
enoon-rring After that sho
•:,
13r I.
';.\''Ir.s to continue to
•I'••
c hor iso

JUICE

4-Lb. CARTON

39

9.•

-

25!
25 • PURE LARD

SLAB BACON

But a faults valve all.iwed
HEINRICH,: WILL PLAY
gas
seep in frtn ar. adjoining
tank_
NEW "4'ORK
— New Yofk
Steven To It.
'Giants quarterback Don He.r,At. 8.45 on the gra•.• rn,
rning rich , will play Sunday agair.
of Nov 14. 1927. a worker light- :the Philadelphia Eag`es, the le.ed an acetylene torch and touch- physician said today Heinro
ed it t•-i the tank.
v,,•••-,
, sidelined since .0c—He was never seen again
broken bone in his 'h•irrt.
•he tont _ blew 'surted practice Tuesday.
The gas in
, " now
upt with the force Oh'
a
almost could be coMpared
RUTGERS COACH ILL
baby atomic blast.
PRINCETON, N J IF — End
Flames licked skyward in a
Coach Matthew ft-9:'.er will ier•
thickening mushroom
black smoke as the . walls of as acting head fontball Cob,
for Furter; University Saturd
_nearby buildings • crumpled.
Windows were shattered and ooeins• William and Mary C.
ge.
while head each itplas'er cracked miles ateayi from
--Stiegman is in Princeton Hosthe blast scene.
Survivors fled tbe lower N-• rth peal- for observation fc:r ivmpme of pneumonia.
Side, some of them with h. \
streaming .d ow n 'heir •faces.
ay,
144.,men were seen' running with
-balsees—in—theia arms
Bodies were' strewn • about.
-Hospitals Were Peeked
reecue
When
%sere able to move in, :here
was hardly anywhere the injure
ed could be taken for 'treatment.
_Hospita;s tvere packed"
Nearby Allegheny General Hoc
became ..a scene rt,`
pital
" panic. Victims were :mei op
fi.,4rs. of *Ia.,in rows hri
w ays.
— Crowds by the thousand F sh.r.unded the hospital seeking
, tkord on the fate of relathes
_end friends, Ambulance wese de1.yed in getting through with
more injured.
Back it the scene of the ex.
plosion. only shattered girders
and twisted -steel plates remained of the tank which coveted
• a city block _ •
•
WON'T TELL — Alleged union
1/4
boater Nathan Shefferman 9,f
FOOD DRAFT
Chicago wipes h a face in
—Commun9.st China
TOKYO
"
Washinsten •as he refutes to
announced platy today to (Trim
tell Senate rackets probers
millions of peasants to build
whether he gave them false inirrigation projects in order to
formation
earlier this year.
.increase production for -the naLater committee chairman
tion'7 grain-tLongry masses. The
John McClellan (Di. Arkan
annooncem. tit come on the heels.
charged American worker ,
of reverts teecesed •"`" Tokyo
been victimized by an
. which indicate that Ief,4 shortscrupulous" combine of ' ...ages and growing 'peasant dishonest" management, union
satisfaction have caused minor
bosses and labor management
revolts - against the CommUnist
congultants.
(international)
regiTe.
'se

•

TOMATO

HICKORY SMOKED — SUGAR CURED

••Rio. . everything went black
and I couldhI •see a thme."
sa:d Raymond J. Rinveauer. 58.
'nil! Pr. employe of the Equitable
Gas Co.
•
"Everothing went round: rind
,round 'My , head was =Pinning
Immediately after the first ex. plosion I was hit by a sheet 9•f
water." • •
F•rerren dragged Riretbauer
of the b!ast area and too' hIrti
to a hospital •
Nerves Were Shot
He u as released 1.0 days later
when doctors - Were sure that
he had • suffered nothing more
•han co•z and brdises.
-My - nerves were shot. h`ore-- ever." he recalled • -I jumped
A mule every:Arne there .as a
sudden noise."
Riterieserier twee" -tioen.,---bark
to work for the gas c
iined
e
•he. Penns..vanis Railroad. where he is s• O`.
erres'oo
tank 'The hal exploded hi
beon emptied severe.: weeks .be-

DOLLY MADISON

4 to 8 Lb. Average

SMOKED JOWLS

9.1

•

(OR CHILI WIENERS)

SUGAR CURED

Thry
PITI'SBI7RGH
years ag9-, today the flame from
pn acooy:ene torch touched off
ore of .:he worst disasters
Pittsbitrgh`s% -history.
A huge- •rial-Woil- • fee storzofe
tank een`oded kill•ng 30 persons. injurinP: 4e5 and „ (-ageing
damage estimated. at . 10 million
doPars
- Yet a man who was working
o - atop the $0-foot !ink when it
blew. up is soli alive to tell
about it. Tie escarsed serious

Unit

5
49c
WIENERS
69!

ORK ROAST

Disaster
Touched Off
30 Years -icro
r

Grapefruit
c EACH

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

RECOVERING JUPITER-C NOSE CONE—The nose coneof the !ABM
(u-termeCoate range ballistic missile) with its parachute still
attached, is recovered from the water after a successful test
overcoming the problem of air-friction heating The nose cone
was mounted on a three stage rocket and fired to an altitude of
250 miles and tc a distance of 1.300 miles In its final phase the
nose cone plunged into the target area at a speed of 14 times that
of sound. Navy ships recovered the model nose within a few
hours. The Juto.ter-C has been readied to launch the Army's
(Defense Department Photo from international)
satellite.
_

SEEDLESS

ONE LB. CELLO PACKAGE
FIELD ALL MEAT SKINLESS

GOV'T GRADE "A"

4•

NOVEMBER 14, 197)7

T1TUM:1)AV

I,EDGOR & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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